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The West is Masonic-Judeo Culture of materialism, reductionism, secularism and humanism using Literary

Terms  Abracadabra,  Acrostic,  Barbarism  and  Bastard  Title  Cryptology  of  counting,  stuttering  and

pictographical  representation of  accusatory and evasive manipulation and duality.  Beyond Blue’s  online

email form (online.beyondblue.org.au/email/#/send) cultural identity field accepts Anglo cultural identities

but not the largest Australian category Anglo-Celtic which is more than half the Australian population as

their  automatic  email  reply  returns  it  blank  as  discluded.  Beyond  Blue  promote  self-care  which  is  an

oxymoron as autonomous is self-law in Greek but women believe in autonomy and doubt men whereas Eve

was the mother of all living and sociocultural psychology theory is care is the crise outcome of middle age

altruism for others, not self. Beyond Blue promote self-care which is an oxymoron as autonomous is self-law

in Greek but women believe in autonomy and doubt men whereas Eve was the mother of all living and

sociocultural psychology theory is care is the crisé outcome of middle age altruism for others, not self. 42

men suicide every week. 42 is the basis of mathematics in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. 42 is the

meaning to life in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy Series; Restaurant, Coronal Mass Ejection, Fish.

42+42=84:  Nineteen  Eighty-Four!  Cryptology.  Pressure.  Popular  Culture.  Many  people  contract  flu

infections every year. People already ill and/or infected and/or elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into

derivatives or strands of flu needing newer trialed vaccines which are expensive and arrive long-overdue.

Troppo! Regulate food. Food pyramid. Many people contract flu infections every year. People already ill

and/or infected and/or elderly are at most risk. The flu develops into derivatives or strands of flus that means

newer  trialed  vaccines  are  expensive  and arrive  long-overdue.  Scrabble.  Regulate  food.  Food  pyramid.

Chandeliers with fans was the past exploit; knowledge and education withheld by the aristocracy. Now there

is air con technology it is more the rich and famous worrying about catching the flu; there are only some few

unique words in the dictionary for the future world population. Catechesis of History and Law in the Hebrew

oral tradition is storytelling. A tithe is a tenth. In Genesis Abraham tithed before it was made Torah Law by

Moses. Hands were used to tell stories; two hands, ten fingers. A tithe is stressed as one of at least of a full

measure, ten. Acatalectic is Selah in Hebrew Psalm Poetry. In Hebrew Psalms, the fourth use of Selah is in

Psalm 4:2 which is in the tenth clause of Psalm 4 or the tenth line or end of in English verse with the profile

or header of Psalm 4 omitted or subtitled as originally being God-inspired. Western Justice can result in

reofferings  up  of  mere  money  payments  furthering  only  Lawyer  referrals  wherefrom  the  Culture  of

Government Census more than half Christian Faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God

already provided in Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Joy is not found in counting money, Hebrew Sepher,

Justice recognition payment, nor is it found in counting suffering, Hebrew Saphar, Justice restitution debt,

but found in Spiritual event experience, reflection, expression, explanation. Hebrews 12:2, 11:26 and 6:6 and

James 1:2.  Absolutes. Rise up! Chance happens. Fear God! Keep watch. Break bread, Eat up, Drink up

(Communion). Sing song. Shoot up (Prayer, candle, smoke, black, phosphene). Numbers 10:35, Ecclesiastes

9:11 and 12:13, Matthew 17:1-13 and 24:42, Romans 12:1, Colossians 3:16 and 1 Peter 5:7.
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